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Understanding the Audience Turn in Journalism: From
Quality Discourse to Innovation Discourse as Anchoring
Practices 1995–2020
Irene Costera Meijer,

Department of Literature, Language and Communication, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
Netherlands; Department of Information Science and Media Studies, University of Bergen, Norway

ABSTRACT
Paying close attention to news users has become fully integrated in
professional journalism. Even though this practice may still meet
with resistance, becoming more audience responsive is no longer
automatically condemned as the highway to popularization and
sensationalism. What has changed in journalism’s ecosystem to
account for this turnaround? This paper explains how journalists’
attitude towards audiences changed from keeping them at a
distance to constantly monitoring their movements. It is based on
longitudinal participatory observation of key moments (editorial
meetings, public debates) in Dutch journalism, as well as on
informal talks and formal interviews with more than one hundred
journalists and editors during the last twenty years. It traces four
tipping points between 1995 and 2020 regarding the audience turn
in commercial news and public service journalism: (1) Quality news
as “not having to reckon with your audience”. (2) Increasing
professional awareness of “informed citizenship” as quality
journalism’s remit; (3) digitalization of journalism; and (4) increasing
relevance of “audience engagement”. Ann Swidler’s concept of
“anchoring practice” (2001) will be used as a lens to understand the
gradual shift from quality discourse to innovation discourse as
anchoring practices in journalism and journalism studies.
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Introduction

Many journalists and journalism scholars will remember key moments in the recent
history of journalism involving editorial meetings or public debates about major pro-
fessional changes, in particular when such changes were suspected to be motivated by
a desire to please the audience. There would always come a moment in heated discus-
sions when someone stood up to raise the question: “And what about quality?” As
soon as the Q-word was mentioned, the energy in the room evaporated. Those attending
such meetings seemed to be aware that introducing the argument of quality would open
up more fiery debate. This would rarely raise the level of discussion, however. A case in
point is the public meeting organized after Dutch columnist Bas Heijne (2013) critiqued
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the way the public newscaster NOS News presented an item on a political scandal, invol-
ving the director of the CIA by mixing footage of David Petraeus with clips from Skyfall,
the 2012 James Bond movie. Heijne’s column gave rise to a live debate involving the
editors-in-chief of four major Dutch news organizations. In front of an audience of two
hundred journalists, NOS News editor-in-chief defended his policy against, in the words
of Heijne, “the Paris Hiltonification of serious news” and “sitting on your haunches in
the name of accessibility and pimping serious news items for an audience as wide as poss-
ible.” The editor-in-chief explained his popularizing approach as an attempt to capture
the audience’s attention through form without sacrificing content, which prompted
Heijne to accuse them of burying their heads in the sand (see Groot Kormelink and
Costera Meijer 2015). However much the attendees of such meetings might have
agreed that the identified or proposed changes in journalism deserved more credit, the
almost ritualist practice of invoking “quality” closed off further reflection. This discussion
and similar debates usually ended by all participants publicly claiming that quality should
not be put at risk, implicitly admitting that taking into account audiences’ preferences
would do just that.

In this “formal essay” (see Harmon and Holman 2003) I will use different “voices” - per-
sonal, anecdotal, analytical - to argue how reckoning with audiences and users of news
changed from a threat to a condition for the survival of journalism over the last quarter
century. The paper consists of six parts. First, it analyses the cornerstones of quality dis-
course in journalism practice and journalism studies. Then it uses the Dutch situation
as a case study to trace four tipping points between 1995 and 2020 regarding the audi-
ence turn in commercial news and public service journalism. Approaching quality journal-
ism as anchoring practice and discourse seems useful as a lens to make sense of both the
obduracy of the resistance against taking audiences’ preferences seriously as well as its
final acceptance. The final part will analyze how quality gradually made place for inno-
vation as anchoring discourse and practice.

The Cornerstones of Quality Discourse

For a long time, quality journalism functioned not only as a practice, a standard of excel-
lence or a particular genre of public interest news; as a discourse it could bemobilized as a
strong and effective argument against unwelcome changes in journalism. A synoptic
quote from then famous BBC anchor Jeremy Paxman (2007):

“Television journalism’s justification should be the justification of journalism through the ages: to
inquire, to explain and to hold to account. The news may have been dull, but it was respected
because it made sense of the day. That involved people assessing, filtering, separating the
froth from what mattered. It was, in short, the exercise of clear judgement. And in return, it
demanded – and got – the trust of the audience. (…) There is a fight going on for the survival
of quality television right across this industry. (…). As an industry we need to lay out much more
clearly what we’re doing and why. Let’s spend less time measuring audiences and more time
enlightening them.”

This quote sums up the main dimensions of journalism’s quality discourse up to
and including this century’s first decade. It provided the remit (to inquire, to
explain and to hold to account), the consequences (dull but respected), the work
involved (assessing, filtering, separating the froth from what mattered) and what
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these varied efforts yielded: the trust of the audience. After discussing some examples
of popularization in BBC journalism programs, Paxman’s final chord is a call for the
survival of quality. This requires two things: more transparency about what journalists
are doing and why, and secondly, making audiences wiser, instead of paying atten-
tion to their preferences.

While the discourse on quality is a driving force behind innovation in many other pro-
fessional activities – from inventing better washing machines and improving medicine to
refining food technology – and will usually involve consumer research, the above quota-
tion exemplifies how quality discourse in journalism functioned as a barrier to change.
Paxman’s use of the word “survival” illustrates how quality discourse in journalism has
been used to keep things as they are, in particular when change seems to be motivated
by the desire to please the public. Evoking the discourse of quality appeared to steer jour-
nalists’ attention automatically to the risks of change, such as the concern that news selec-
tion would become motivated by an item’s popularity, that its tone of voice or rhetoric
would be geared to overstatement if not sensationalism and that the working conditions
for journalists would be bound to deteriorate.

Although scholars have continued to voice their worries about a decline of news
quality due to the growing attention for audiences (Batsell 2015; Nguyen 2013; Tandoc
and Thomas 2015), today’s increasing consideration of people’s news preferences
suggests that over the last 25 years the discourse of quality may have lost some of its
power. It no longer works as an effective shield to keep audiences at a distance and
thus to prevent the installation of practices that are expected to have a deteriorating
impact on the content, selection and presentation of journalism. Clearly, journalists
have broadly accepted the need to pay attention to news users as a common part of
their professional practice (Cohen 2019; Cornia, Sehl, and Nielsen 2020; Ferrer-Conill
and Tandoc 2018; Nelson 2019). A comment by Colin van Hoek (LinkedIn, January 18,
2020), deputy editor-in-chief of NU.nl, the most popular news site of the Netherlands,
illustrates this development well. Discussing the difference between his site and the expli-
citly quality-oriented news site De Correspondent, he explained: “But we have at least one
common belief: that journalism gets better the more the visitor / reader / viewer is
involved.”

This article, which uses the Dutch situation as an exemplary case study, presents an
analysis of the changes in everyday journalism practice and news discourse which have
contributed to the present audience turn in journalism. Why is such turn happening
today, rather than, say, ten or fifteen years ago? And does it mark a definitive farewell
to the premise that giving in to audiences automatically coincides with giving up on
excellence?

Analytical Approach

Quality is at the heart of what Carlson (2016) names “metajournalistic discourse”, provid-
ing the conceptual frame for “boundary work” (Carlson and Lewis 2015, 2020). Boundary
work involves the acceptance or rejection of the participants, the practices, and the norms
and beliefs as journalistic, including the question which actors, actions, or norms and
beliefs are perceived as threats (Carlson and Lewis 2020). To engage in boundary work,
according to Carlson and Lewis (2020, 127), is “to seek power to define social reality;
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the shape of news as knowledge; and the distribution of access, funding, attention and
other material elements.” This framework helps to understand why audiences and
users only marginally feature as subjects or agents in discussions about quality. Unless
they act as citizen journalists or cultural critics, they seem to be actively rejected from
having a voice in discussing the boundaries of journalism. Meier (2019, 5), in his encyclo-
pedic lemma about “quality journalism”, explicitly states that quality is first of all a pro-
fessional matter: “the value and quality of information stand and fall with the quality of
the production process.” Secondly, even when audiences are invited by researchers to
offer an opinion about quality discourse, their role seems to be limited to commenting
on the performance of journalism, usually not in their own terms but in terms of pre-
given quality dimensions: facticity, relevance and independence (Meier 2019). An
additional reason why audiences are barely involved in boundary work could be that indi-
viduals tend to agree with the professionals on their norms and values and thus on what
counts as good journalism, even though they may not like or consume it (Gil de Zúñiga
and Hinsley 2013; Kunelius 2006; Van Der Wurff and Schoenbach 2014; Wendelin, Engel-
mann, and Neubarth 2017).

While journalism as a profession is apparently in a state of disruption, the (often
implicit) meaning and limits of quality remained fairly constant over the years (cf. Ahva
and Steensen 2020; Karlsson and Clerwall 2019; Lacy and Rosenstiel 2015). In short, the
question may not be why the boundaries of journalism discourse are shifting or
getting blurred (cf. Loosen 2015), but rather: what kept particular boundaries intact?
How can we as scholars understand why quality journalism – unlike quality discourse
in other professions – did not involve the active consultation of users, consumers or audi-
ences? Even more, how was it possible that for a long time, and almost by definition, hon-
oring quality meant excluding audiences from having a say about quality? Boundary work
as a conceptual frame does not help us explain the initial incompatibility of quality jour-
nalism and reckoning with audiences, nor does it allow us to account for the ultimate
compatibility. I suggest journalism studies may be in need of an additional concept to
analyze the particular dynamics of quality discourse. Specifically, I propose to take the
concept of anchoring – anchoring discourse and anchoring practice – as a supplementary
perspective (Swidler 2001).

Cultural sociologist Ann Swidler (2001) has studied what it is that makes some prac-
tices more influential and more enduring than other practices. Anchoring practices
acquire their power to control or organize related discourses and patterns of activity
because “they implicitly define the basic entities or agents in the relevant domain of
social action.” In other words, “anchoring practices operate as enactments of “consti-
tutive rules”” (Swidler 2001, 95). The implicitness is relevant here, because contrary to
the work involved in setting the boundaries of journalism, the constitutive rules of
quality journalism become perceivable only when they are broken, as argued by
Picard (2000, 97): “The quality concept is problematic when applied to journalism
because it is nearly impossible to articulate what elements make up the concept.
As a result, quality tends to be defined not by its presence but its absence and obser-
vers are in the position of saying “we can’t define good quality, but we know bad
quality when we see it.”

Swidler suggests that “practices are more persistent and more likely to structure
other domains of thought and action when they constitute social relationships (…)
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than when they are simply habits or assumptions held by individual actors” (2001, 95).
To investigate quality journalism as an anchoring practice and discourse, it should be
discussed as more than a set of organizational or professional values (cf. Strömbäck
2005). Employing Swidler’s dimensions as an exploratory frame to understand the
audience turn in journalism, the anchoring force of quality journalism could be
explained by (1) being a publicly observable, symbolic and ritual practice, which (2)
guards the distribution of sufficient financial resources and reasonable working con-
ditions and (3) works as the distinctive mark of professional status. Practices may
also be more firmly anchored when they are at the center of antagonistic social
relationships (4). Finally, the anchoring power of quality journalism might increase
or decrease not as a result of time or changing habits. Instead, (5) the precondition
for an anchoring practice to change is the publicly visible enactment of this
change, “so that “everyone can see” that everyone else has seen that things have
changed” (Swidler 2001, 95, 96).

I expected these dimensions to be useful for making sense of the audience turn in
journalism practice and journalism studies: from paying attention to audiences as pro-
blematic for journalism’s role in democracy to reckoning with audiences as fundamen-
tal to keeping journalism alive as constructive force in democracy. First, I used them as
a lens to review my own scholarly involvement with the changes in Dutch journalism
(see Costera Meijer 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010a, 2010b, 2013a, 2013b;
Costera Meijer and Bijleveld 2016; Costera Meijer 2020). Since I have been in a privi-
leged position to observe up close a range of key moments in the development of jour-
nalism studies and Dutch journalism over the last two decades, it was possible for me
to make field notes of public and academic debates and editorial meetings. Secondly,
these dimensions inspired me to revisit a reservoir of transcripts of formal interviews
about audiences and journalism with over one hundred journalists and editors
working for various local, regional and national, commercial and public news organiz-
ations and their respective editors-in-chief. By also taking into account a range of new
materials (including memoirs of former editors-in-chief, journalistic essays, academic
and non-academic books), I managed to identify three tipping points in the gradual
transformation of the discourse and practice of Dutch journalism, culminating in a
fourth “point of no return”.

The first tipping point, roughly coinciding with the transition to the new millennium,
was the growing popularity of commercial TV news at the expense of public news media.
The second moment pertains to the realization by journalists themselves of “informed citi-
zenship” as quality journalism’s main aim, as well as the changing news interest among
segments of the population as a challenge for this societal mission. The digitalization
of journalism and, in its wake the growing importance of audiences for the business
model of commercial journalism (Webster 2014) and as justification of public service
media (Cushion 2012) can be described as the third tipping point. The final and apparent
point of no return is informed by the increasing relevance of audience engagement
figures – e.g., clicks, time spent, shares, comments – for the survival and legitimacy of
news organizations. These tipping points may not be unique for the Netherlands. In
other countries, in particular the ones with strong public broadcasting media, similar
changes may be identified (cf. Born 2005; Hanitzsch et al. 2019; Kristensen and Riegert
2017; Ytreberg 2001).
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1) “News is News”: Making Quality News Means that you do not Have to Reckon
with Your Audience

The first attempt at putting into perspective the contrast between making quality news
and paying attention to your viewers illustrates how quality discourse as an anchoring
force involved professional rituals, status, working conditions and social relationships.
In the course of the eighties and nineties commercial television turned into a formidable
competitor for public broadcasters in terms of market shares and ratings (Born 2005; Lowe
and Bardoel 2009; Ytreberg 2001). This motivated the editor-in-chief of the Dutch public
NOS News, Nico Haasbroek, to make its news broadcasts more appealing to watch. He
favored, as he put it, “less (political) agenda news, more original items and scoops, a
broader range of topics, more attention for the public’s sphere of interests, more items
that attest to a daring and original editorial attitude, visual images rather than talking
heads, and fewer mistakes” (Haasbroek 2000, 2004).

Although Haasbroek claimed to introduce a higher quality standard for NOS News – by
providing more citizens with information that interests them – the response to these pro-
posed changes in the selection, size and framing of news items was mixed. Initially his
editors appeared to embrace them as original and as drawing in more viewers. Gradually
these changes were rejected by more andmore journalists andmost journalism critics as a
popularization and thus trivialization of journalism.

Two examples illustrate how paying attention to the interests of audiences caused
antagonism. At the time (1999), the first reality soap on Dutch commercial TV, Big
Brother, managed to attract as many as four million viewers for its final episode, or
more than one third of the adult Dutch population. This was a rather extraordinary
event, motivating the editor-in-chief of NOS News to invite a member of the production
team in the prime time, eight o’clock newscast. In the same year there were first signs of a
relationship between the Dutch heir to the throne, Prince Willem Alexander, and Maxima
Zorreguieta, prompting NOS News to devote as many as 14 min, or more than half of its
prime-time edition, to this topic. Both items clearly reflected a changed policy. By paying
so much attention to popular topics - “talker news” - Haasbroek apparently violated the
fundamental standards and values of what counted as appropriate news. One of his eight
o’clock anchors in fact refused to impair her professional status by having to present “non-
news” and eventually resigned. The warning bell was sounded by the director of the
public broadcaster, the editorial staff and journalism critics. If he continued to pay atten-
tion on the main national newscast to popular conversation topics, the quality of journal-
ism was in jeopardy.

Eventually, this first attempt to organize an audience turn in journalism by a broader
take on news selection – too popular, according to this newscast’s editorial team – trig-
gered a request for academic research. The editor-in-chief asked me whether it would
be possible to invent a new quality concept beyond standard news beats and news
approaches. Subsequently I was invited to attend staff meetings and the daily evaluative
lunch meetings, and encouraged to interview the more open-minded, innovative journal-
ists in the newsroom.

After studying documents from the NOS Policy Department I discovered a clear civic
remit, linking up NOS’ societal purpose to providing viewers with the information they
need to make important decisions: informed citizenship. Initially the NOS News
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Department was unaware of this objective: “We don’t have a remit”, as the editor-in-chief
responded when I inquired, “news is news”. Proudly pointing to independence as a fun-
damental value of public service news, NOS journalists felt privileged that they - unlike
their colleagues at the commercial channel - could focus solely on the quality of the
news without having to reckon with audiences. In other words, ignoring the preferences
of audiences was at the heart of quality discourse.

The interviews I held with NOS News journalists led to a better understanding of the
obduracy and ritual dynamics behind “news is news” (Costera Meijer 2001, 2003). As
some reporters experienced, working on a potentially “popular” item was indeed encour-
aged by the main editor, but such items seldom made it into the main newscast. And
when they did cross the news threshold, this editorial decision was bound to be ques-
tioned at the daily lunch meeting attended by everyone involved in making the main
news: Wasn’t there more important news? As one of them explained, sticking your
neck out required a lot of courage and prompted most editors to select the conventional
news items. If it was possible to be more inventive, this was mostly reserved for the high-
status journalists. Their artful, documentary approach was seen as a sign of their profes-
sionalism, rather than being interpreted as an attempt to please viewers.

Only a few journalists, all of them working or having worked for the (lower status)
youth news channel, were able to match attention for their specific audience with provid-
ing quality news. This audience attentiveness was expressed in different working routines:
making news for young people was seen as a team effort, while their colleagues working
for the main newscast saw making news as an individual performance, at most supported
by a desk editor. Likewise, the selection and most appropriate and attractive approach of
youth news was routinely discussed in a teammeeting before it was made, while the eight
o’clock news was evaluated the day after at the lunch meeting.

Following some more unconventional interventions – also interpreted as attempts to
destabilize working conditions – and in spite of the introduction of a more inclusive and
multi-dimensional quality discourse grounded in the concept of “informed citizenship”
(Costera Meijer 2003, 2006), the editor-in-chief of NOS News was asked to resign. News
remained news for the time being.

2) Increasing Professional Awareness of “Informed Citizenship” as Quality
Journalism’s Remit: Capturing Young People’s News Interest as a Challenge for
News Media

In the early years of the new millennium, two events in fact contributed to sparking an
interest in the remit of “informed citizenship” which changed the distribution of staff
and financial resources: the attacks on the Twin Towers (2001) and the unexpected rise
of “populist” politician Pim Fortuyn and his subsequent murder in 2002. The new NOS
News editor-in-chief realized that if they did not want to miss the next populist revolt,
institutional news should make way for better and more elaborate coverage on what
was going on among “ordinary” citizens (Laroes 2002; 2005). What happened hereafter
can be summarized as a second attempt to establish an audience turn in Dutch journal-
ism. According to the new editor-in-chief: “not the will, but the world of the viewer should
become the starting point for making news” (Laroes 2005, 36). Using the new, more
inclusive quality discourse, he argued that a public broadcaster should become more
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relevant to all people, including younger viewers, viewers with a minority background
and right-wing viewers. Although this new policy – which involved, among other
things, the appointment of correspondents in Rotterdam (where Fortuyn had the
largest following) and Cairo (to get to know the Arab and Muslim world better) – also trig-
gered resistance, the new editor-in-chief took great care to avoid any associations with
popularizing the news. He did not rebel against the apparently fundamental character-
istics and values of news; on the contrary, in his view, the quality of the news needed
to be improved: “NOS News too often mixes facts, atmosphere and opinion, is not alert
enough, must urgently reintroduce the discipline of check and double check, is sloppy,
does not explain sufficiently and neglects hearing both sides” (Laroes 2002).

While the anchor of the commercial RTL news explained howactually reaching commer-
cially interesting target groups, guaranteed their independence (Nieman 2007), the new
quality discourse developed for the public broadcaster highlighted the importance of
reaching all citizens. Consequently, the apparent exclusion of younger generations
became an issue for both RTL news and NOS News (Costera Meijer 2003). Unlike viewers
with a minority background and right-wing viewers, who complained about the news
but nevertheless kept on using it, youngpeople less and less developed the habit of watch-
ing news, not even when they grew older (Buckingham 2000; Mindich 2005).

Fortuyn’s murder, the terrorist attacks in the US - a “shock to the system”, according to
the new editor-in-chief of NOS News Laroes (2005, 34)- and the more inclusive quality dis-
course apparently enabled a shift in the anchoring force of quality journalism. This
became even more evident when Laroes asked me in 2004 to study the issue of how
news might become more relevant and more important for young people again.
Although commercial TV news stations were also interested in young people as a com-
mercially attractive target group, editors of commercial newspapers remained uncon-
cerned. With their advertising-based business models delivering profit margins
exceeding 20%, they did not regard a diminishing interest among younger readers as
problematic.

The study commissioned by NOS News resulted in a unique, multi-method, large-scale
qualitative audience research project involving more than 450 young people between
ages 15 and 25 living in different regions and from different cultural backgrounds in
several parallel research projects (see Costera Meijer 2006, 2007, 2008).

After having analyzed their media habits, it turned out that the anchoring function of
quality journalism did not only pan out in a professional context. Remarkably, the young-
sters basically endorsed it. They valued NOS News as a sound and solid quality brand and
associated it with covering public interest news and a particular objective and distant
approach. The problem was, however, that although young people considered news
important – “it’s good for you, even healthy” – they also found it boring. But when
asked whether and how news could become more interesting for them, young adults
were very much opposed to any change in either news selection or news presentation.
If “real” news became more entertaining, how would they know whether it could be
trusted? In their words – and perfectly in line with Jeremy Paxman (see quotation
above) – quality news should be boring and grey. The second paradox was that many
of them did watch popular “newsy” programming when they wanted a good laugh or
to relax (Costera Meijer 2006, 2007, 2008). Although young adults shared the anchoring
discourse of quality journalism with the professionals, they often avoided its practice.
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This double viewing paradox turned out to be a barrier when it came to find out
whether excellent news still had a future. To open up the discursive space to discuss
quality journalism, we decided to focus on what young people experienced as really infor-
mative – irrespective of genre – instead of on their views on quality information. Even-
tually we were able to bridge the gap between highly appreciated but seldom used
quality journalism, and less important but often used popular journalism (sports,
human interest, reality TV).

The results of this and previous research were reported in a book on the “future of jour-
nalism” (Costera Meijer 2006), which was enthusiastically received by the editors-in-chief
of both public and commercial news broadcasters, as well as – surprisingly - by several
quality newspapers. The discussions, seminars and training sessions following the publi-
cation of the book prompted a rethinking of the opposition between quality and popu-
larity, and the core values of quality journalism: “objectivity”, “factuality” and “keeping
one’s distance”. First, how should news organizations deal with the majority of young
informants that did not consider becoming informed a goal in its own right? They
either stated a need for information to avoid falling out of line with their friends (com-
munication), or a desire for truly wanting to understand a news event, to feel what it
meant to the people involved. Secondly, young people underlined the narrative quality
of good journalism and experienced as inspiring and informative the multi-perspectival
storylines of popular drama and reality series. Thirdly, they preferred the direct approach
and upbeat tone of voice used in gameshows, sports programming and some activist
current affairs shows. In short, they suggested a more inclusive definition of quality jour-
nalism, involving a broader range of news selection (including human interest, life reports,
talker news and public interest news) surpassing conventional distinctions between com-
munication and information, good news and bad news, and extraordinary events and
everyday trials. By also wondering why emotions would be less informative than
reasons, why good news would be automatically considered trivial and why bad news
self-evidently counted as serious news, young people opened up the discursive space
of quality discourse (Costera Meijer 2006, 2007, 2008).

In the second half of the millennium’s first decade, quality journalism seemed to lose
more of its anchoring force. While it was still common for journalists to look down upon
their audience, in particular younger generations, young adults’ news experiences
increasingly resonated with their own preferences. Yet the lack of publicly visible enact-
ment of change illustrated how visibility was a precondition for changing the anchoring
forces in journalism. While younger or female journalists would confess in private conver-
sations after a workshop or a lecture that they recognized the experiences of young news
users in their own life, the established journalists screamed bloody murder in public
debates. Publicly to acknowledge that paying attention to the world of audiences as
well as to their preferences apparently required a revision of what quality journalism
was not: informing the audience about emotions, positive news, issues linked to the
private sphere and using particular imagery. An extra argument to slow down any
change was tied to the ritual function of journalism for most news users, which caused
complaints about every adjustment (even minor ones) because it disturbed their news
habit, and thus their peace of mind (cf. Berelson 1949). Changes in news selection and
presentation, in particular when justified by “the will of the audiences”, remained mar-
ginal (vox pops and cross conversations in TV and radio news) or were presented as
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extra supplements (newspapers). Phrased differently, in the words of Swidler (2001), for
quality journalism to loosen its anchoring function, additional constitutive rules had to
be affected.

3) The Digitalization of Journalism: Recognition of the Importance of Audiences
for the Survival of Print Journalism

The pressure to become more attentive to the interests and preferences of news audi-
ences intensified at the end of the first decade for newspapers as well. Due to the increas-
ing distribution of information via search engines such as Google and the introduction of
social media such as Facebook and YouTube, advertising revenues moved from print to
the digital world. As a result, newspapers lost substantial income and came to depend
more and more on reader subscriptions. In 2000, for instance, advertisers were respon-
sible for more than 80% of the earnings of Dutch newspapers, whereas by 2016 the situ-
ation was reversed: the percentage of revenues coming from subscribers had gone up to
78% (Stand van de Nieuwsmedia 2017). According to Reuters Trend Report (Newman
2018, 23), for the majority of the “publishers, subscription (…) is now the main priority
for the year ahead.” Keeping their readers satisfied became crucial for the survival of
newspapers. A parallel development was the growing influence of audience engagement
figures (clicks, time spent, comments, shares etc.) in the course of the second decennium
as the new heart of newspapers’ digital business model.

While the eventual recognition of “informed citizenship” as remit of quality journalism
may count as the first condition for change in the constitutional rules of quality journal-
ism, the availability of a more inclusive news discourse - also answering to the interests of
a younger audience - may be seen as the second condition for change. The digitalization
of news served as background for a third sign of change: the shifting status of young
people. They moved from marginal or irrelevant (or at most the responsibility of market-
ers) towards being uniquely positioned at the forefront – as digital natives or “millennials”
and ahead of all other audience groups. By claiming that young people’s preferences and
changing news use provided a window to the future of news, editors succeeded in avoid-
ing the (loathed) marketing discourse. Millennials were not to be reached as a particular
target group; journalists could learn from them which new skills, routines and habits had
to be acquired in order for their news to be found.

The constitutive rule being questioned here was the assumption that schooling and
experience marked your expertise as journalist. The radical change of status of trainees
and interns well illustrated the discarding of this rule. While these young people used
to be put in charge of the coffee or other serviceable work, their assumed exclusive sen-
sibilities as digital savvy millennials were increasingly employed as representative of
future news generations and thus as indicative of the survival of journalism. In order to
discover how to find and attract an increasingly digital audience, newsrooms gave
them a main role in experiments with new forms of distribution (also via social media),
presentation (less formal, humor) and storytelling (interactive, immersive), as well as a
broader news selection.

A fourth occurrence instrumental in the opening up of the discourse and practices of
quality journalism pertains to the material impact of the digitalization of the profession.
As discussed in the first section limited space was a constitutive practice in analogue, TV,
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print and radio journalism. To get your item across the threshold of the evening news or a
major newspaper, journalists shouldnot be thinking toomuchout of thebox. The seemingly
unlimited space of a news site – compared to a newspaper or a news show – lowered the
news threshold, even though being selected for the front page or the eight o’clock
evening news was still seen as more prestigious than being published on the website.

4) The Point of no Return: From Quality to Innovation as Anchoring Discourse

Themost importantmaterial condition for bridging the contradictionbetweenquality jour-
nalism and audience responsiveness was the large-scale installation of audience metrics.
Nowadays almost every news organization tracks in detail how much time audiences
spent on which news and what they do with it: click, share, comment etc. Audiences and
users have become central figures – be it abstract – in everyday news discourse and news
production practices. The introduction of audience engagement beyond the domain of
marketers as integral part of professional journalism discourse and practice had a huge
impact (Anderson 2011; Belair-Gagnon and Holton 2018; Cherubini and Nielsen 2016;
Ferrer-Conill and Tandoc 2018; Tandoc 2019). While limited space used to ground the edi-
torial decision to select a certain item for publication as the distinctive moment of pro-
fessional appreciation, the unlimited digital space enabled an alternative performative
standard for doing a good job: the audiences’ decision to actually use it. Even more, web
metrics enabled journalists to rank among themselves their professional performance
(Mellado and Van Dalen 2014). Instead of a danger to journalists’ independence (a con-
ditional rule for quality journalism) and thus best to be ignored, digital audience feedback
graduallybecamepartof, if not indicativeof, theirprofessional status (BlanchettNeheli 2018;
Nelson 2019). In our more recent interviews, journalists proudly provide examples of their
most popular news items (Boesman and Costera Meijer 2018), while a mere ten years ago
many would still consider popularity a sign of absence of quality (cf. Harrington 2008).

During this process of becoming more audience responsive, the range and formats of
what counts as relevant and important news significantly expanded. Originally, most
news organizations had separate news desks for print, TV, radio and digital platforms.
While digital platforms experimented with a more popular presentation and selection of
news, the news selection of TV, radio and print output initially remained more or less
anchored by the rules of quality journalism. This changed after editors adopted a “digital
first” policy. This new professional routine no longer divided news among the different
outlets; news was first published on digital platforms (news site, news app and social
media). User metrics pointed out that people apparently shared, clicked and commented
more on “popular” news then on public interest news (Boczkowski and Mitchelstein 2013;
Welbers et al. 2016). Because clicks, comments and time spent became increasingly impor-
tant for news organizations’ advertising revenues, news channels and newspapers started
to experiment with amore inclusive news selection. Quality newspapers created evermore
space for lifestyle supplements andwhatused tobe called “service news” andpublic service
media introduced a looser, more direct and personal presentation and opened up their
digital and social platforms for the “talk of the day” and celebrity journalism and tried
out new narrative formats and immersive journalism (Van Damme et al. 2019).

The broader news selection and less distanced approach no longer triggered the kind
of resistance occasioned by previous changes, let alone that they invoked the automatic
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accusation of squandering the fundamental norms and values of journalism. As a concept,
audience engagement had become part of a new discourse revolving around journalism’s
survival: “innovation” appeared to have replaced “quality” as key term in boundary work.
Consequently, the discourse around journalism and its relation to audiences shifted, yet
not in a straightforward way. An analysis of the process of innovation at the first online
newspaper in Norway by Steensen (2009) suggests how it involved initially an active per-
ception of the audience as producers rather than consumers: “When dagbladet.no relaxed
the gatekeeping work culture, they did so because they wanted the audience to partici-
pate on the production side.” Two years later audiences apparently did not care about the
growing possibilities for user participation (Steensen 2011). Carlson and Usher (2016)
revealed how audiences may well be addressed as more equal (as “you”), but instead
of as potential partners in producing information they tend to be seen as commercial
targets whose “user experience” should be improved (Carlson and Usher 2016: 573).
Vos and Singer (2016) and Wagemans, Witschge, and Harbers (2019) arrived at a similar
conclusion, illustrating that the growing impact of innovation discourse in journalism
showed an increased attention for audiences as targets, but not as interlocutors.

Although Creech and Nadler (2018, 182) argued that innovation discourse threatened
the quality of journalism, as it “marginalizes normative concerns about journalism’s demo-
cratic purpose and rests on an entrepreneurial logic that seeks to dictate digital journal-
ism’s broader public virtues”, innovation discourse had become so powerful that it
appeared to overrule any resistance to reckon with audiences.

A second sign of the shifting anchoring power from quality discourse towards inno-
vation discourse was the redistribution of resources. While quality journalism had
always prioritized particular genres (e.g., investigating journalism) and approaches
(thorough, looking for truth instead of attention, hearing both sides, etc.), innovative or
“entrepreneurial journalism” invested in technology, in artificial intelligence and better
algorithms, instead of in extra manpower for journalism (cf. Newman 2018, 2019).

A third sign in this respect pertains to the newly created jobs such as community man-
agers, engagement editors, social media editors, heads of audience engagement, web
designers, graphic designers and data-analysts, which aim at strengthening news organ-
izations’ ties with news users. Instead of aiming to provide users with a better service and
better content, these jobs were meant to increase “engagement figures” such as clicks
and time spent and loyalty (Costera Meijer and Groot Kormelink 2021; Ferrer-Conill and
Tandoc 2018; Newman 2018).

The fourth sign of shifting anchoring power from quality journalism towards a dis-
course of innovation is the increasing importance of web metrics as a major source of
feedback, which goes at the expense of learning from peers or one’s editor. Research
shows how news organizations and journalists tend to interpret audience metrics as a
sign of people’s news interests (Welbers et al. 2016; Lee, Lewis, and Powers 2014; Lee
and Tandoc 2017). Although journalistic independence is still highly regarded and
many journalists will try to resist the temptation to adapt their professional choices on
account of audience metrics, they reluctantly admit that user metrics influence what
they write and how they write (Tandoc 2015).

The final sign of shifting anchoring power towards a discourse of innovation may be
the most important one: the public character of the change, in particular the publicness
of the developments involved in measuring audience engagement (cf. Tandoc 2019).
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Although ratings, shares and reading figures have always been noticed by journalists, they
checked them in private. Since user metrics can be followed by everyone involved, often
live on big screens in the newsroom, the public character of this ritual practice appears to
be able “to create and then anchor new constitutive rules” (Swidler 2001, p. 99). After all,
for an anchoring practice to change, public recognition of the change is required, so that,
in the words of Ann Swidler (2001, 96), “everyone can see” that everyone else has seen
that things have changed. The public display of audience metrics in newsrooms and else-
where appears to be the straw that broke the camel’s back. Although scholars remain con-
cerned about increasing responsiveness towards audiences, their criticism addresses the
uncritical employment of audience metrics (Groot Kormelink and Costera Meijer 2018,
2020), rather than the metrics themselves (Zamith 2018; Belair-Gagnon, Zamith, and
Holton 2020).

Conclusion and Discussion

In today’s world, innovation appears to have replaced quality as the dominant concept in
metajournalistic discourse. Innovation guards the distribution of financial resources - more
investments in technology - and working conditions –more freelance journalists as a
flexible workforce. Innovation also works as a distinctive mark of professional status and
is at the center of antagonistic labor relations – e.g., the introduction of robot journalism.

The shift fromqualitydiscourse to innovationdiscourse involved anaudience turn in jour-
nalismwhichwill not be reversed anytime soon, if ever. This shiftmay have removedparticu-
lar barriers for communicating with audiences on a more equal basis, but does this also
guarantee that they will actually benefit? In the past decades, the perception of audiences
has changed from being irrelevant (if not a negative concern) to being main targets.
Although the question of how to reach audiences seems to be still dominant, news organ-
izations appear to becomemore open and sensitive towards finding out how to beof service
to audiences, how toopenup theirminds, how tobroaden their horizon, andhowtoprovide
themwith aquality experience thatwill enlighten themwith reliable information considered
worthwhile. If as scholars we want to keep excellent journalism alive, we should support
these initiatives and improve our understanding of the experience of quality by news
users –when do they actually feel informed – and how such experience changes in relation
to time, place, need, habit,mood, device,mediumandplatform.After all, this knowledgewill
provide important clues for sustaining a vital democracy and supplying a service peoplewill
pay for in money and/or attention (see Costera Meijer 2021).
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